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A: Did you try this tool and did it work? This invention relates to the art of fusion welding and more particularly to an improved
apparatus for continuously and automatically welding successive planar surfaces together along a predetermined line. In the field
of welding it is conventional to provide a wide variety of automatic welding apparatuses which, upon operation, make a repeated
strike with a welding rod at a predetermined location in order to weld together successive planar surfaces of workpieces. Among
the advantages of an automatic welding apparatus over manual welding techniques are the substantially uniform quality of the
welds, safety from injury to the operator and lack of skill required to set up and operate the apparatus. It is also conventional to
produce welded joints having a uniform cross-sectional area for strength purposes. Such uniformity is attained by controlling the
welding process to produce a continuous weld having a substantially constant size. In this case, it is necessary to move the
welding rod to correspondingly move the workpiece at a constant rate. This is extremely difficult to achieve in practice.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION Accordingly, the present invention has been developed to overcome the specific
shortcomings of the above known and similar techniques and to provide an improved apparatus for automatically fusing
together successive surfaces of a workpiece at a predetermined and constant location along a common line. Moreover, the
apparatus of this invention is capable of fusing a workpiece along the desired line in a continuous and automatic fashion.
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Native: TextInput multiline I am trying to add multiline functionality to a React Native TextInput, but it does not work as it

should. This is how the element in question looks: this.setState({ isSearching:!search })} multiline={true}
autoCapitalize="none" placeholder="Search" /> I have read from other topics that: Android automatically sets the height

property to wrap_content, even though there is no maximum height. The problem is that Android then starts to wrap the text
inside it How do I prevent this? A: I found the problem. Android imposes vertical scrolling on TextInputs, and I need the
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